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To the Editor,

The recent case report on failed epidural analgesia in a

parturient with advanced ankylosing spondylitis (AS)

merits further discussion.1

An extensive review of neuraxial blockade in non-par-

turient AS patients [mean age 44 standard deviation (15)

yr, mean duration of AS 19 (9) yr] at Vancouver General

Hospital showed that epidural placement had a very poor

success rate.2 On the other hand, spinal anesthesia (using

either a midline or a paramedian approach) was successful

in 76% of cases. It is unclear why Hoffman et al.1 expe-

rienced difficulty with placement of epidural analgesia in a

patient whose AS was of short (seven years) duration and

why they did not attempt a paramedian approach. Although

this case was performed at a teaching centre, earlier

involvement of consultant staff may have reduced the

number of attempts, considering that AS is a known risk

factor for epidural hematoma.3

In patients with abnormalities of the lumbar spine,4

ultrasound surveillance of the lumbar spine facilitates

placement of neuraxial anesthesia and decreases the num-

ber of attempts and subsequent trauma. In difficult cases,

such as this one, we strongly recommend ultrasound-

assisted placement of epidurals by an anesthesiologist

experienced with this technique.

The authors also suggested a novel explanation for the

failed epidural in their patient with AS. Nevertheless, the

observed pattern of epidural analgesia in their patient could

have been due to subdural pooling of local anesthetic.

Epidurography would have aided in the interpretation of

the clinical observations in this case.5
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Reply

Thank you for your interest in the management of our

patient with ankylosing spondylitis (AS). We would like to

clarify some details concerning our case.

Our patient was severely affected by her disease. She

had absolutely no movement in her spine and had difficulty

walking or sitting up from the supine position. She was

diagnosed with AS in 2005, but her symptoms began at

least ten years earlier. An ultrasound of her lower back,

performed when she was first seen at our antenatal clinic,

showed extreme narrowing of her lumbar vertebral spaces

and no scoliosis.
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We agreed to respect the patient’s desire to deliver

vaginally, but we strongly suggested a functional contin-

uous epidural or spinal catheter in case of the need for a

Cesarean delivery. The patient accepted our suggestion.

She arrived in active labour but cooperated very well. The

technique was performed at L3-L4 without difficulty, so our

problem was not access to the epidural space; rather, it was

diffusion of local anesthetic. We achieved a successful

bilateral block up to L1, which would have worked for

lower limb or perineal surgery but obviously not for a

Cesarean delivery.

Our goal in publishing this report was to share our

experience and to discuss a possible reason for the epidural

failure. In AS patients, the posterior longitudinal ligament

is known to be calcified to different degrees. As discussed

in our manuscript, Dr. Hogan’s work points toward this

ligament as being the key to normal diffusion within the

epidural space and to success of the block. Shelew’s series

of 16 patients included only three epidurals (all failures)

and 13 single-shot spinals (24% failures), and their failures

were likely due to an inability to access the neuraxial

space.

Finally, taking all the risks into account, we still con-

sider it worthwhile to attempt an epidural (as Plan A) in an

obstetric patient with AS, as most patients are not as

affected as our patient during their childbearing years. Our

ultimate goal was to offer a stepwise and safe anesthetic

approach for this highly complicated patient.
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